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Gasper at al. outline a method to delineate flood plain riparian areas based on a least
cost algorithm which uses "Terrain slope" as cost factor to minimize. I like the idea, it
is nice to see how it was applied to Denmark (though the reference data seemed a bit
coarse) and how some of the key limitations where highlighted (including e.g., use in
coastal areas, which is something I really did not have on the radar also it makes very
much sense). However, and believe me that my heart truly feels heavy saying this, the
concept already exists and was presented and tested by Murphy et al. (2009), further
applied by White et. al. in 2012 in Canada, followed by a Swedish case study in 2014
(Ågren et al 2014) and tested on large scale and in combination with machine learning
(again in Sweden) by Lidberg et. al. (2020). (Disclaimer: I have actually *not* been
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involved in any of these studies).

I have tried to come up with ideas on how to save this manuscript but since its core
is the already published method I have to recommend the editor to reject it and the
authors to (perhaps?) try to use the method in a different context/ frame (perhaps with
a stronger focus on it’s practical application in a Danish context?).

Good luck!
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